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news from Super K...

...and onto MegaTonne

…projecting ν oscillation & proton decay experience into the future...

L. R. Sulak

CPPM Marseille and Boston University

...perhaps 60 km south of La Thuile?



...continuing Super-K II studies (though for solar, threshold high, only 1/2 tubes) 
new oscillation results from Super-K…nearing the end of the “easy” physics

up-going atmospheric muon neutrinos seem to transform into tau neutrinos
...do we see them?

νµ oscillate away...with Length/Energy ~ 500 km/GeV
do we see then return?

proton decay with Super-K II…extrapolating S-K (and IMB) to MegaTonne
...no background, or almost none, for many modes
unification theories severely constrained...nucleon decay around corner 

neutrino oscillations exist ⇒ proton decay?

proton decay sufficient motivation to start MegaTonne...Frejus an ideal site
upgrade path: search for CP violation in leptons 

assuming mixing angle θ13 eventually shown big enough
CERN to Frejus L/E excellent for water detector at low energy  
proton driver, then a neutrino super beam, natural upgrades for CERN



Super-K II fully operational:  muon-neutrino event 
...in time with beam pulse from KEK accelerator 300 km away

...sharp ring edges characteristic of a muon track



...do up-coming νµ s oscillate into tau neutrinos?



...tau appearance ...both max likelihood and neural network analyses agree...

signal to noise very challenging:

only 1 tau event expected for

130 background events/kton/yr

from oscillation hypothesis,
expect   79 ± 30 (syst) tau events

fits show 155 ± 50 (stat/stat)
+ 12
- 72 osc parameter errors

neural net by Chris Walter



...does decreasing neutrino flux with L/E, oscillate back up?

select events with good L/E resolution, < 70%...
e.g. reject events with
a) large dL/(d cosθ) 

poor θ resolution at horizon
b) low energy

large scattering angles 

note the sharp dip down and back up 
at 300 to 800 km/GeV

data rules out hypotheses:
neutrino decay, at 3.4 σ
decoherence,    at 3.8 σ
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...data with high resolution in L/E constrain ∆m2 better...

new result:

1.9 < ∆m2  < 3.0 x 10-3 eV2

at 90% C. L

vs.1.5 < ∆m2  < 3.4 x 10-3 eV2

(IMB ’86 and Kamioka ‘88 

had 3 σ lack of muon neutrinos

...but statistically limited) 
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...original IMB anomaly, and later Kamiokande results...

only mass counts...

original iron detectors 
too small 

1KT iron Soudan 2
no advantage



...what’s next?...coming ~6 years down the road in 2012, θ13 ...
search for electron neutrino appearance in JPARC hot muon neutrino beam

...use intermediate at 2 km to cancel systematic errors?  

plenty of work for new blood in Super-K...    Fanny Dufour, Boston



through September 2005, operating with 1/2 pms
no deterioration of sensitivity for proton decay
(SK designed for MeV solar neutrinos…overkill for pdk)

for last three years data from K2K 1-kTonne near water detector 
compare with atmospheric νs, background to proton decay

especially single π production by neutrinos

linear gain in limits with time for modes with “no background”
…square root otherwise 

for MegaTonne: develop improved cuts and reconstruction 
invaluable guide to designing post Super-K detector

input to technology decision

not forgotten in oscillation flurry: nucleon disintegration in S-K...

Proton Decay Search at Super-K  II
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typical electron track...fuzzy at edges...how often does a π° mimic it?



Super-K proton decay search...





Two 100 year simulations... 
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preliminary results, Scott Clark’s PhD
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Super-K  e+π° lifetime limit...

preliminary results, Scott Clark’s PhD
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Super-K lifetime limits...
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preliminary results, Scott Clark’s PhD



“Supersymmetry...
has generated so many thousands of papers it must be correct”

Shelly Glashow



Super-K lifetime limit for preferred SUSY decay mode...

Ed Kearns



Super-K lifetime limit for one of three search techniques...



Super-K lifetime limit with second technique...



Super-K lifetime limit, third technique...



typical K+ proton decay simulated event, with π+ring at right collapsing as it slows...



...one of best candidate events...but not enough light in backwards direction... 



...combine this, with two earlier independent methods, to get final limit...





IMB limits 45 decay modes

...S-K 7 times bigger than IMB,

limits generally 7 times better

...mass is everything!!!

MEGATON is needed,   

20 times bigger than S-K

McGrew 2003



Proton Decay Search at Super-K  I and II

A summary of water detectors:  where are we?  where going?

Current State...size, then livetime are everything

IMB: best lifetime limits for most of ~ 40 modes…takes time, 10 years 
blackened spherical volume, surface detectors (22 m/side) 
most economical: minimum # pms,  water cheapest medium
reverse osmosis water attenuation length ~ 100 m
scales as volume/surface until 100m characterize dimension

Super-K: 3.5 yr × 22 kT ≅ 80 kT-yr
biggest water-filled cavern,  40 m high, 40 m diameter

could probably go to 60 m × 60 m in a nearby location
p → e+ πo       ≥ 7   × 1033,    background ~ 0.2 events
p → ν K+ ≥ 1.6 × 1033,    background ~ 2 events

K2K:  study of ν interactions in water in near detector
with new cuts for SK…eventually be ≥ 5 times more restrictive?
appears to be no background for 10 yr × 0.5 MegaTon fiducial

IMB (‘81-’90), Kamiokande (‘83-’96), Super-K(’96- ): reaching lifetime?



Future of Kamioka Lab... θ13 , then move to new site?

...where are we going at Super-K? 

Medium Term Goal: Continue, after restoring original pm density
June 2006 to ~2009

proton decay search, atm neutrino oscillation studies...
(perhaps with gadolinium salt to enhance supernova signal) 

2009 ~2012 events from T2K-1, with JHF source at 3/4 MW 
super 2° off-axis beam, optimized to measure θ13

If θ13 large (just below CHOOZ limit), as is likely...
from 2012, possible Kamioka path 
1) Megaton Detector...Hyper-K...at site with stronger rock for bigger cavity

× 10-20 increase of sensitivity for proton decay
2) search for CP violation in oscillation

Increase neutrino flux with 4 MW proton source
3) unfold CP violation from matter effect (10%), which rises with E 

Change off-axis beam angle from 2.5° to 1° to get higher energy

If proton decay candidate found earlier,
build Hyper-K earlier, 1) aboveearlier



...what might Hyper-K look like?

increase 40m scale of SK to 60m, and build several modules 
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…what would a 60m scale up of Super-K cavity look like?
~12 Atlas stories…60m high = 200 kT of water…need a few such caverns for MegaTonne
…Europe, and Italy and France, well experienced with their national pastime of tunneling



Detector Technology: Liquid Argon

...is liquid Argon a viable alternative?

why not scale up Icarus to LANNDD, the proposed 70 kT detector for K+ detector?
everything charged visible...3 x 3 x 0.6 mm3 pixels

but, at most liquid Ar is 100% efficient, 6 x higher than water for K+

…so cavern could be 6 times smaller if only want to concentrate on K+

but efficiency for e+π°, and many other modes, same as with water
LANNDD would need to be same mass for a broad search of pdk

cost: 200 MEuro for the 70kT of liquid argon alone (too expensive for a MT!)

300 T initial module waiting for tests in Gran Sasso
achieved 1.8 ms lifetime in surface tests, 1.5 m drift, 

but, 30 ms needed for scaling up to LANNDD proposal
...not yet approved to be even filled with Ar gas, let alone liquid Ar



new detector S-K technology to boost ν K+ sensitivity?
what are the options, continued?

What if SUSY discovered at LHC ?   Focus detector on ν K+ ?
What if Super-K gets a candidate for ν K+ ?

fill with dilute scintillator to gain a factor of 4 in rate?

2 options to boost sensitivity for p → ν K+

1) replace with high light yield scintillator oil, e.g. Kamland, or 
2) balanced doping of oil or water: e.g. LSND / Miniboone

a) isotropic scintillator light 
gives calorimetry and timing signature of K+

b) but dilute so that Cherenkov signal not overwhelmed 
preserves ring-imaging and directionality 

ν K+ detection efficiency increases 10% → 40%
potential problem: µ/e discrimination degraded?   Now under study

technical information to come from Miniboone
e. g. electron vs. πo discrimination

MegaTon project: $1B/MT of oil?  No, use “gin & tonic” in water 



...why not build MegaTonne at Frejus...starting 2 years from now, not 7 years, if at all?

nucleon decay around corner...unification theories severely constrained
sufficient motivation for MegaTonne detector

upgrade path: search for CP violation in leptons 
assuming mixing angle θ13 eventually shown big, as expected

only known economical technology for MegaTonne size is water Cherenkov
(100kT of Ar liquid alone costs 0.5 BEuro)

but in water Cherenkov, π± mimic µ,  π° mimic e...background for CP work
...therefore operate at neutrino energies (<700MeV) below ∆ production

idea L/E for oscillation minimum achieved with CERN to Frejus baseline

planned tunneling of Frejus safety tunnel finishes ’07 
minimize cost of “EU heritage hole” by ~ ½

synergism with eventual CERN proton driver, needed for LHC-II,
and with radioactive ion beams...beta neutrino beams a natural add on



conclusion...

physics motivation strong for MegaTonne now
unification theories severely constrained, PDK should be close

critical preparatory work for next generation detector in progress
K2K near detector + precision studies of ν interactions underway
detailed understanding of ν cross sections will further cut background, 

especially from neutrino-induced single pions...~ zero already
vigorous r & d for detector…e.g. cheaper phototubes
(if  Super-K gets a candidate for PDK, put scintillator in Super-K tank? 

start building Hyper-K?) 
(if SUSY, found at LHC, tailor detector for K+?) 

next detector “most likely to succeed”
water Cherenkov in largest size module consistent with geology

Frejus target of opportunity…tunneling infrastructure available >‘07

Upgrade path for MegaTonne: CP violation search:
synergism with eventual proton driver at CERN for LHC-II,

and with radioactive beta beams...ideal E and L/E  

...superb opportunity for Europe


